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Labour model 
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Chinese FDI 

‘represents a 

beachhead from which 

China will spread its 

own labor model into 

Europe’ (Meunier

2012, EP briefing 

paper)
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Chinese Investments in Europe: Inversion of Trends



Diversification

• Diversification of investments 

• Western to Eastern Europe

• Business Forum to Coordinate 

Chinese investments in CEE

• China-CEE Investment 

Cooperation Fund (10 billion 

EUR)

• CEE countries now included in 

the Chinese government’s 

investment policy guidelines 
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May  2019

Cross border expansion

1. National business systems

2. National workforces

3. Managers at the centre
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Labour regime

1. Flexibility & wage

2. Work/private sphere

3. Trade Unions

4. Workforce



• Taiwanese-owned

• World’s largest 

manufacturing service 

provider 

• 32 factories in the PRC

• Over a 1.3 million 

employees 
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Bloody Taylorism

• Military discipline

• Long working hours 

• Low pay

• Excessive and unpaid 

overtime

• Student labour

• Dormitories

• Lack of collective 

representation 
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• Fieldwork 2012-17

• Czechia, Slovakia, Turkey, 

Hungary

• Longitudinal approach

• Interviews:

• workers/managers

• Key informants

• trade union 

• NGOs

• work agencies

• labour office 
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Methodology



The Czech Republic 

• Pardubice (2000)

• Kutna Hora (2007)

• Manufacturing HQ for Europe,  
Middle East and Africa 

• Closer to the end market 

• Avoid high EU tariff barriers (14% 
import duty on LCD TVs)

• 2007-2013 state aid EUR 58 
million

• 10 year tax break 2000-2010

• 2nd biggest exporter after Skoda
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Flexible labour use 

China

• Rural migrant workers

• Student interns 15%

• Extensive overtime

• Base wage only 50% of 

the regular income

The Czech Republic

• Directly employed and 

agency workers 

• ‘Bank-hour’ system (930 h in 6 

months)

• Agency: EU migrant workers

• 300 h contracts (no fixed no of 

weekly working hours)

• Internal and external flexibility

• 40% vs 60%
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• Temporary Work Agencies (TWA)

• Private and comprehensive management of the workforce

• Maximizing the short-term utilization of labour

• ‘Agency workers do not work for Foxconn’



Low wages

China

• Shenzhen 2300 RMB (€ 300 

with overtime) in 2019

• Base wage Shenzhen 1800 

RMB

• Monthly minimum wage 

Shenzhen 2200 RMB

The Czech Republic

• Direct employed 520-600€

• Indirect 450-520€

• National min wage 407€

• Median wage 880€
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• Unequal distribution of profits 

• OEM vs EMS model 

• Low wages are industry driven



Dormitories

China

The Czech Republic

• Extension of management 

control over workers

• Lengthening the workday 

• Just in time flexibility 
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• Systemic (not national) aspect of capital

• Pool of stationary workers for JIT production

• Long term vs short term deployment



Trade Union representation

China

• State controlled ACFTU

• No freedom of association

• No right to strike 

• Unions = extension of state’s 

control over workers

• State: no tolerance for 

autonomous organizations

• Foxconn: management=union 

The Czech Republic

• Plant-based union

• Represent direct workers

• Early attempt at substitution

• Recognition & collective 

agreements 

• Atypical of electronic sector 
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• ONLY direct workers representation 

• Agency workers absorb the impact of fluctuating demand for labour

• TU policies sustain management’s segmented labour regime 



“The introduction of agency employment into the Labour Code 

proves a problem for the trade union to look after the interest of 

core workers and at the same time make sure that agency 

workers’ rights are not taken away from them. If a firm loses an 

order then the agency workers are being let go first and, although 

we can tell core workers that we’ll protect their place, in reality we 

are facing the situation where core workers might get punished 

next. Our representative could also represent agency workers, but 

the danger then is that we could have a situation where the 

workforce is 90 per cent agency workers, especially in areas 

where the job is relatively simple to do. (Czech trade unionist, 

Prague, July 2012)”
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Observations

Varieties of ER trajectories toward greater homogeneity

- home county

- industry specificity (transnational)

- host country institutions (TU)

Heterogeneity of labour regimes

- composition of the workforce

- tensions

- adaptation 
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Tensions: heterogeneity of labour

2000-2004

- Through job centre (directly employed)

- Difficulty to recruit local (in particular male) workforce 

- New recruitment : Slovak, Vietnamese, Mongolians (directly employed) 

2005-2009

- Externalisation via TWA: + temporary Slovak, Polish, Ukrainian

2010-2016

- Change immigration regulations (less Mongolian and Vietnamese workers)

- TWA: + Romanian and Bulgarian and older workers (age 50-60)

- Problem: High turnover of young EU migrant workers

- Solution: hire Mongolians and offer a guaranteed wage 

2018

- Hire single Ukrainian male workers 
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Variety of work

Romania: 

• Bartender

• Retail assistant

England

• Retail assistant

Italy

• Agriculture

Greece

• Agriculture

Czech Republic

• Foxconn 

electronics
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Labour Mobility

“I am 28 and I was born in a small city is in the south west of Romania. I

went to a secondary school specializing in automotive mechanics but I’m

not interested in mechanical work. If you asked me to look at a car I could

not tell you anything about it. I worked in Romania first as a bartender

and a retail assistant in an electronics store. At the moment I work in

Foxconn in Kutná Hora. In 2007 I was in England, in 2008 in Italy, and

2009 in Greece and now I am in the Czech Republic. I was in England for

three months and worked in Debenhams selling cosmetics. The pay was

low because I found work via an agency and they kept a lot of the money.

After three months my contract was finished and I went home and then

from there to Italy. In Greece I worked in agriculture and harvested

peppers. That was small money too: I would get 40 euro cents for 1 kilo

of peppers and did 12 hours’ work per day, working Monday to Saturday. I

did not like it and after three months I came back. Then I found this job in

2011 via a friend of mine”. (Romanian worker, Kutná Hora)
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• ‘Migrant capital’ (Ryan et al, 2015) - knowledge of the labour market, 
experiences of migration, and social networks; workers accumulate 
more labour mobility capacity

• Mobility power (Smith, 2006) – turnover as expression of ‘mobility 
power of labour’

• ‘Transnational mobility power’ (Alberti, 2015) – weak attachment, 
temporary workplace, unwilling to permanently work long and 
irregular hours for low pay 

• There where demand for labour is greater than supply and where 

workers weight their opportunities in a transnational labour market 

puts agency workers in a stronger bargaining position against an 

employer that uses labour market manipulations in the hope of 

recreating dependency
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Observations



Conclusions 

• Homogeneity

• Limits to the logic of national varieties and national workforces

• Diversity is structurally central to capital and not an afterthought 

• Heterogeneity

• Firms: making mobility ‘productive’

• Non-institutionalized forms of workers’ agency (e.g. exit, mobility) 

drive bottom-up adaptations of firm’s organisation of production and 

TU’s strategies 

• Transnational workforce

• Work practices that violate basic labour standards (unreliable 

payment, financial penalties for leaving work, postponement of 

wages, isolated and ‘tied’ accommodation, obstruction of access to 

worker voice) 
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Website Pregnant and in Need of Advice?  

https://mamouvcr.mkc.cz/
https://mamouvcr.mkc.cz/
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